Abstract A keyring is a graph obtained by appending r ≥ 1 leaves to one of the vertices of a cycle. We prove that for every r ≤ (k − 1)/2, any graph with average degree more than k − 1 contains a keyring with r leaves and at least k edges.
Kopylov [10] did the same for 2-connected graphs without cycles of length k and more.
Together, Theorem 1.1 and a simple observation that every graph G ∈ D k contains a star with k edges, led to the following conjecture formulated by Erdős and Sós (see [4] ).
Erdős-Sós Conjecture. Any graph G ∈ D k contains every tree with k edges.
Let T k be the class of k-edge trees T such that every G ∈ D k contains T as a subgraph. The Erdős-Sós conjecture states that all k-edge trees belong to T k . Ajtai, Komlós, Simonovits, and Szemerédi [1, 2, 3] proved that there exists k 0 such that the conjecture holds for all k > k 0 . Still, the general case has not been solved, and only partial results have been obtained.
A spider S(k 1 , k 2 , . . . , kr) is a tree obtained from r disjoint paths of lengths k 1 , k 2 , . . . , kr by combining their starting vertices into one. The combined vertex has degree r and is called the center. Obviously, S(k 1 , k 2 ) is just a path of length k 1 + k 2 . Woźniak [14] proved that S(k 1 , k 2 , . . . , kr) ∈ T k if k 1 , k 2 , . . . , kr ≤ 2. Fan and Sun [6] proved that S(k 1 , k 2 , . . . , kr) ∈ T k when r = 3 or k 1 , k 2 , . . . , kr ≤ 4. Very recently, Fan, Hong and Liu [7] proved that all spiders belong to T k . McLennan [11] proved that T ∈ T k when T is a tree of diameter 4.
It was mentioned in Section 3 of [12] that Perles proved the Erdős-Sós conjecture for caterpillars (those are trees which do not contain S(2, 2, 2) as a subgraph). The proof was published in [9] only recently.
A vertex which is adjacent to a leaf is called a preleaf. It was proved in [13] that if a tree T has a preleaf which is adjacent to at least (k − 1)/2 leaves then T ∈ T k . We will prove in Section 2 a stronger statement: Trees and cycles are not the only subgraphs whose existence can be deduced from the graph's average degree. As a referee of this paper pointed out, it was Turán who formulated the very problems for which the Erdős-Gallai theorems provide the answers. He asked the maximal number of edges in an n-vertex graph which does not contain a lasso, that is a cycle and a path having one common vertex. Fan and Sun [6] solved the lasso problem (but did not formulate their result explicitly) within the proof of their Theorem 3.1. In this paper, we consider a similar forbidden pattern. A keyring Cr(l) is a (l + r)-edge graph obtained from a cycle of length l by appending r leaves to one of its vertices. This vertex has degree r + 2 and is called the center of the keyring. In Section 3, we prove an analog of Theorem 1.2 for keyrings: Let m(T ) denote the largest number of leaves connected to a single preleaf in T , L(T ) denote the set of leaves of T , and P (T ) denote the set of preleaves. In this proof, we will keep k fixed and use induction in m(T ). The basis of induction is the case m(T ) = k. In this case, T is a star and belongs to T k . Now we are going to prove the inductive step. Suppose that m(T ) = m < k and the statement of the theorem holds for all trees T ′ where m(T ′ ) > m. (We will make use of the assumption m ≥ (k − p − 1)/2 later.)
Consider a k-minimal graph G. We need to show that G contains T as a subgraph. Let u be a preleaf of T with m leaves. Let v be another preleaf of T (since m < k, T is not a star and has at least two preleaves). Now we disconnect in T one of the leaves attached to v and reconnect it to u instead. The resulting tree T ′ has k edges and m(
, and by the induction hypothesis, G must contain a copy of T ′ . We are going to transform this copy of T ′ into a copy of T by changing the assignment of leaves to the preleaves. From now on, we will assume that V (T ′ ) is a subset of V (G), and E(T ′ ) is a subset of E(G). We define three nonoverlapping sets of vertices: If there exists a path in F from v either to u or to C, we will be able to find a copy of T in G. Indeed, let (a 0 , b 0 , a 1 , b 1 , . . . , aq, bq) be a simple path where a 0 = v, bq ∈ C, {a i , b i } ∈ E(G) (i = 0, 1, . . . , q), and b i ∈ B, a i+1 ∈ A are adjacent in T ′ (i = 0, 1, . . . , q − 1). Then we can add to T ′ vertex bq as well as edges {a i , b i } for i = 0, 1, . . . , q, remove edges {a i+1 , b i } for i = 0, 1, . . . , q − 1 and remove one of the leaves connected to u. The resulting subgraph of G is a copy of T .
Similarly, let (a 0 , b 0 , a 1 , b 1 , . . . , aq) be a simple path where a 0 = v, aq = u, {a i , b i } ∈ E(G) (i = 0, 1, . . . , q − 1), and b i ∈ B, a i+1 ∈ A are adjacent in T ′ (i = 0, 1, . . . , q − 1). Then we can add to T ′ edges {a i , b i } for i = 0, 1, . . . , q − 1 and remove edges {a i+1 , b i } for i = 0, 1, . . . , q − 1. The resulting subgraph of G is a copy of T .
Finally, consider the case when C ∪ {u} is unreachable from v in F . We split A into two subsets: X consists of the vertices that are reachable from v in F , and Y consists of the rest. Obviously, v ∈ X and u ∈ Y . Let Z be the set of m + 1 leaves that are attached to u. There are no edges in G between X and C ∪ Y ∪ Z. Since |X| + |Y | = p and |Z| = m + 1 ≥ (k − p + 1)/2, then for any w ∈ X we can estimate:
Using |X| ≤ p − 1, we get 
which is impossible. Therefore, we may assume m ≥ λ + 1. Denote
Clearly,
In this case, u 0 is adjacent to u 1 , u i1 , u i2 , . . . , u it−1 and belongs to the cycle (u 0 , u it , u it+1 , . . . , um = u 0 ) whose length is m−i t +1. This produces a copy of C t (l) with the center at u 0 where l = m − i t + 1 ≥ m − (m − λ + 1) + 1 = λ. Alternatively, if u it ∈ X 2 then i t ≥ λ − 1. In this case, u 0 is adjacent to u it+1 , u it+2 , . . . , u i2t−1 , u m−1 and belongs to the cycle (u 0 , u 1 , . . . , u it , um = u 0 ) whose length is i t + 1. This produces a copy of C t (l) with the center at u 0 where
Proof of Theorem 1. 4 We are going to show that any k-minimal graph G contains a copy of Cr(l). By Theorem 1.2, G contains a cycle
Thus, there is such an index i that t i + 2r i ≥ k. If r i ≥ r then G contains a copy of Cr(m) with the center at u i . Suppose r i < r. Let H be the subgraph of G induced by X. We are going to apply Lemma 3.1 with parameters t = r − r i and λ = k − r + 1. To be able to invoke it, we need to demonstrate that λ ≥ 2 and d H (u i ) = t i ≥ 2(r − r i ) − 1 + max{2(k − r + 1) − m − 1, 2} = max{2k − 2r i − m, 2r − 2r i + 1} .
Indeed, on one hand, since t i + 2r i ≥ k, we get t i ≥ k − 2r i = 2k − 2r i − k ≥ 2k−2r i −m. On the other hand, since r ≤ (k−1)/2, we get t i ≥ k−2r i ≥ 2r−2r i +1. Also, r ≤ (k − 1)/2 implies λ = k − r + 1 ≥ 2. By Lemma 3.1, H contains a copy of C t (l) with the center at u i where t = r − r i and l ≥ λ = k − r + 1. Now we use the r i vertices from N G (u i )\X to extend it to a copy of Cr(l) where l + r ≥ k + 1. ⊓ ⊔
